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Andy Craven-Griffiths
Andy has performed extensively on-stage (Glastonbury,
Latitude, BAC) but had work broadcast (Radio 1, Radio 4, BBC
2), and published. He has worked for Arts Council England,
British Council, Rethink Mental Health, First Story, The
Letterbox Club and has a chapter in ‘Making Poetry Happen’
(Bloomsbury, 2015). Andy is Lead Writer on various children’s
writing projects, and part of the Midnight Run team
(themnr.com). He is also working part-time on a PhD in Creative
Writing.
Andy is lead singer/rapper with his band Middleman. The band
has toured widely, from Reading Festival to SXSW, Texas, and
has broadcast live sessions for Radio 1, 6 Music and XFM. The
band’s music has been widely synchronized.
Andy’s website: http://andypoetry.com

Coming back again
On the hundred-mile drive home there’s no word
searches, no knock knock and we don’t wink codes
or decipher the replies from the other secret agents.
The rain-slick wheels rasp, we barely even make it
past the spider web of Albert Bridge before
sleep snares us. So we don’t hear Dad say something
about Nan, we don’t see Mum nod, then turn and look
back at us and nudge him or, maybe, squeeze his hand.
We miss it when his eyes make crow’s feet in the rear view.
Our heads loll, minds falling through the final few thought
fragments, coming loose into the No-Time of oblivion,
where a minute is no different from fourteen billion years.
Drugged by the oven-fug cycled through eight little lungs
our fog breath condenses on the cold glass to bring back ghosts
of noughts and crosses; drawn and then forgotten.
We’ve no clue Dad steers us through incubated un-time,
suspended by the engine-rumble lullaby as mum keeps watch,
the white lines dash dashing, swallowed under us. The lampposts
blinking back the dark above. The first thing I know
since London is being hatched from the van’s time-capsule
into air so crisp it cleans your skin. I knuckle an eye
at the sky’s black photographic paper, my sight developing
more stars the longer it rests in blank patches.
Ever-tinier flecks of light, magicked out of nothing.
Andy Craven-Griffiths

Gabby Turner

Confessions of a paparazzo
I don’t tell stories I take pictures,
so I keep my conjunctions zipped up tight.
All I am’s a second hand trader,
stealing nows and selling thens.
In the heat of a shootout,
body thrust high over the crowd,
I’d snap-snap-snap a whole roll,
pop caps, reload and rip through more
to capture every yell and comma in the air.
Come home, baptise my plastic strips,
cut them up and lay them down
to repent on virgin contact sheets
for all that happened, all these sins
and seek redemption in the one.
But tonight,
in the red and black of my picture cave,
my lonely casino, dealer wins again.
Too many too-dark squares and feet and sky
from when the crowd consumed me.
I fill in the gaps and think about
a kind of picture book that never fades.
The opposite of words, prints, crossings out
in cells instead of cellulose.
Gabby Turner

Barry Woods
This poem was shortlisted for The Poems Please Me Prize 2015.
Barry also had a poem Commended: Toy Train.
Barry Woods studied creative writing with the Writers’ Bureau,
Manchester, and has since had work published in the small
press. He moved on to explore performance with the Dead Good
Poets Society, Liverpool. He lives and works in Birkenhead.

Fighting Fantasies
They were books with a difference,
books in which you became the hero.
You decided which paths to take,
which dangers to risk, which beasts to fight.
I spent most of my adolescence in them
pulled pages around me so I was hidden
in paragraphs and pictures;
the only decisions I liked to make
were within those paper mazes.
And between adventures I picked sore spots,
didn’t fit anywhere else
so the potion of invisibility worked.
The warlock had many spells,
the snow witch had a lethal beauty
and the shape-changer sent me blindly
to a death page.
At least I could start all over again.
Barry Woods

Ian Chamberlain

Glass cage
A bird in my conservatory –
a small bright panic among coffee cups
and Sunday Times. I propped the doors
and edged the windows wide
pleaded with a black unblinking eye
to cease this suicidal charging at the glass
I was calm. I was priest confronting mugger,
nurse with hypodermic and a child,
negotiator crouched at a jumper’s ledge.
And still the bird took off and hurled
at the hard clear glass
I saw, I heard – imagined – matchstick neck,
the snap, a dusty silhouette imprinted on the plate
of hard unyielding glass
And again it thrummed – a fluff and feather blur
of wing-beat at full stretch
for the hard transparent glass
Until the flick – the micro-second jink
for beckoning sky
Ian Chamberlain

Liz Diamond
Liz has returned to writing poetry after a long break. In a past
life she won a number of notable competitions, and had a
pamphlet and an anthology published, as well as gaining an MA
in Writing at Glamorgan University, with Gillian Clarke as her
personal mentor. In the interim she has been writing novels (2
published with Picador as Elizabeth Diamond), teaching,
studying counselling and painting.
website: elizabethdiamond.vpweb.co.uk
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/literayliz

Lucky
He rarely spoke of the war
as if to do so would evoke shadows.
But I knew about the wound,
would trace it with my finger –
the tight-corded skin snagged
in the looseness under his chin,
the silvery fishtail of the scar.
I stuck my head above the parapet
and a sniper got me.
He was unlucky, yet lucky too.
It was in the closing days of the war.
After that he was sent to Bruges,
met my mother later at a dance hall,
a girl barely twenty spinning
in a hooped green dress.
Now I am older and know
how chance encounters can set our destinies
along irrevocable paths,
I can bless or curse that German sniper
whose bullet winged its way
towards my being here at all.
And my children, and their children,
– all our lives building in abundance
from the fact that my father did not move
his head forty-five degrees
to face the bullet head on
and suffer a severed windpipe
when his luck ran out.
Liz Diamond

Anthony Watts
Anthony Watts has been writing ‘seriously’ for about 40 years –
he wrote ‘On King’s Square’ in 1972. He has four published
collections and his poems have been broadcast on BBC Radio 4
and Somerset Sound. Rural Somerset has been his home for most
of his life and he has no plans to leave it. His main interests in life
are poetry, music, thinking and messing about outdoors.
http://fireriverpoets.org.uk/poets/biog-anthony-watts

On King’s Square
A quiet street,
a Georgian facade
concealing dentists and solicitors;
the little seat
where once two people sat
and watched the falling leaves
and ate their sandwiches,
dropping a word, a crumb
but mainly savouring
each other’s secret dream,
while the silence between
grew loud like the sea
with the untold tale of all that might have been.
Now I return again,
alone and in the rain,
to watch the leaves at play
and find what I may see,
but look around in vain
for crumbs of memory –
the sparrows have been here before
and carried them all away.
Only your eyes remain,
their gentle fire consuming metaphors.
Anthony Watts

Tim Binder
Working life for Tim began as a primus stove cleaner with the
Outward Bound Schools, followed by 14 years in the Royal
Marines where his love of reading, writing, painting, poetry and
ballet inevitably led to a parting of the ways. Now retired after
working in the petrochemical industry and in career coaching,
he has co-authored a book, ‘Walk with the Wise’, a series of
reflections on quotations from poetry and prose. In addition to
poetry, he is now writing a book of reflections on literature and
art as seen through his experiences of life and nature.

Transit of Venus
“Hey Kevin,” I called to the gardener next door
Who was giving the roses their fair share of strife
“D’you want to see Venus transit the sun?
“It’s not going to happen again in your life.”
A camouflaged hat crowned a whiskery head;
A pipe was screwed Popeye-like into his face
“Transit of who? What the bloody hell’s that?”
And he stamped through my garden and came to the place
Where I’d angled the telescope straight at the sun.
He peered at a dazzling white circle that glared
Through the eyepiece and onto a sheet of white card.
“That’s the sun,” I whispered and Kevin stared
As a pea-sized dot slowly crossed the sun’s face.
“What the bloody hell’s that?” He scratched his head.
“That’s Venus,” I said and he nodded assent.
“The next time it happens we’ll both be dead.”
And he breathed a sigh of sheer wonderment
“Well booger me gently,” was all that he said.
Tim Binder

Sean Robinson
Sean also had a Commended poem in The Poems Please Me Prize
2015. He is a poet, filmmaker and economist who lives and
works in London. Explore his poetry at
www.seanrobinson.weebly.com his filmmaking at
www.htbfilm.com and for the entire package, follow him on
Twitter @seanmrobinson

Underground lines
White buds grow out of soft pink shells that cling to the skulls
that sit on suits, poke out of school girls, adorn pearls
and face straight ahead, with tired eyes and ears closed. London:
Under the ground a baby shoot, deprived of light, will grow
milky in the dark, but will reach for sun, rise to find life,
before, with no energy left, exhausted, it dies. Listen
to the sound of the train as it rattles, the wind that blows
that lady’s hair straight in front of her face makes a tunnel of gold,
and she sees me looking through it at her: smiles. Look out
for signs of life there, where dying shoots hang from ear-shells
and no one sees or hears or smells or tells when you hang
head down and are in hell, underground, surrounded by man.
Even there you can raise your head and reach for someone
alive riding with you. A shimmering tunnel and a smiling one
will do, for soon I’ll rise up again and be blinded by the sun.
Sean Robinson

Alexia Avina
Alexia’s music page on Facebook is
www.facebook.com/sylviealma?ref=hl

Why I Let You Brush My Hair
With every brush,
the metal teeth scraped my scalp.
It was a brush made for dogs, not humans,
but you didn’t know
and so I kept quiet.
My hair clung to my head
wet & heavy,
and while you combed through the knots I cringed.
But I let you do it
because you were my father,
and because neither of us knew what that meant.
Alexia Avina

Diane Jackman
Diane Jackman’s poetry has appeared in magazines and
anthologies; winner of Liverpool, Deddington poetry
competitions and Café Writers Norfolk prize, librettist for
‘Pinocchio’ (Kings’ Singers/LSO), author of seven published
children’s books and many stories.

Mystery
I am an earthbound creature.
Air and water trouble me,
and yet the call of the sea is strong.
Cargo ships, bills of lading,
dwindling docks draw me
in polar inevitability.
Coffin ships, flags of convenience,
a fascination of words.
I read the Derbyshire saga
like a familiar dog-eared book,
I who never sailed a boat
nor learned to swim.
What salt-blooded ancestral veins
produced me?
Not the first Arthur Merton
who drowned at Jutland.
Plucked from the heart of a Midland shire
and pressed in time of war,
he tossed on the icy water
and sank.
Generations of farmers,
known by name,
stretch back to 1492.
Unless
a by-blow lurks among them,
learning to hide his webbed feet
in farm boots.
Diane Jackman

